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Practice	  Doesn't	  Make	  Perfect,	  But	  it	  Helps	  
By	  Tom	  Rizzo	  

 
We express ourselves in a number of ways: Writing, speaking, non-verbal 
language, listening, and even through eye contact. Writing, however, ranks as 
the most universal language because writing is how much of the world 
communicates. 
 
All of us can benefit by getting better at writing. 
 
Social Media stands as the most convincing argument for doing so. Social 
Media, in effect, has created a worldwide community of writers —mostly 
individuals who never envisioned themselves as writers.  
 
We write to connect to others through Twitter, Facebook, LinkedIn, and other 
social media venues. 
 
The most effective way to deliver an impact through Social Media is by writing 
with clarity, and economy. 
 
Clear and concise writing, however, isn’t only for Social Media. It represents a 
good strategy for other kinds of writing, as well. Good writing – concise or 
otherwise – is something that takes practice.  
 
Practice improves learning. And, the learning never stops. 
 
 



“We are all apprentices in a craft where no one ever becomes a master.”  —
Ernest Hemingway 
 
Writing is one of the most essential skills, and tools, we have available in our 
communications arsenal. Other than speaking, writing is basic to the way we 
communicate on both a personal and a professional basis.  
 
Here are three quick guidelines to keep in mind if you choose to improve how 
you write: 
 
—Write as much and as often as you can. The only sure way to improve is through 
constant practice. In order to get better at writing, you have to write. 
 
—Writing is a process that involves a series of steps: creating, drafting, revising and 
editing. While the process is universal, you can tweak it to suit yourown style, 
project, and goals. 
 
—Write to provide a benefit. Ask yourself what you want your audience to do, or 
feel, after reading what you’ve written. In other words, what’s the reward for 
reading —entertainment, education, information, or something else? Define 
the purpose of your message. 
 
Writing well isn’t a gift from the gods, or an inherited trait. Practice rarely 
makes perfect. But, it can be refined through practice. 
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